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This paper is motivated by results ( f several authors on speciai types of character spa- 
ces, particularly Hausdorff rin:s%;, Haus lorff chains and TQ chains. We develop here a cate- 
gqrical approach based on hom functo :S and initial structures. This abstract theory acy 
counts for the construction of stxuctura spaces and their salient properties, stressing the 
rcle of generalized perfect maps, At th 2 point-set level of the theory some previous studies 
are simplified here by a dliffemnt apprc lath. 
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structure spa :es 
1. Introductory rt marks 
Topological character the:crry is (1 study of spaces X in terms of their 
maps (= continuous func:tio.tx;) into) some convenient spedal space E1 
Usually E carries a topology Irelatelli to an algkbraic or order structure on 
E so that the set C(X, E) of mapsf : X + E can be endowed with. a car- 
responding algebraic or order strut ture. 
Typical classical results (cf I: 8 ] j relate R-compxtvess an~c! R-compact 
reflections with rings C(K, II:)1 of R valued maps and their unity plreserving 
homomorphisms into R (R i.:s the L sual topological ring of reals). Somt 
corresponding facts for other tops .ogical rings were later proved,, e.g.; 
for the ring Q of rationals [ 4]I and :he ring 2 of integers [15 5. Chiew [ ‘7 I
unified these results by slhowing th ree typical theerems (see Section 
* The author gratefully acknowledges fi,nancia , aid given by the Natioqall RestarcFt kwd of 
Canada (Grant Number A5297]r. 
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to Md for any Hausdorff topological ring E satisfying the folgowing con- 
dition: 
I 1 * For any unity preserving Ihomomorphism h : C(X, E) -+ E 
the family (f-‘(O): h(f) z= 0) has the finite intersecticn yro- 
PefiY l 
Non-trivial chains (i.e., with more than one point) make interesting 
character spaces, They have an intrinsic Hausdorff and also an intrinsic 
T, topology (see Sections 4.2,4.3). Both topolagies have been consider- 
ed in a variety of results for special Ichains (see [ 51. [ 61 y and [ 3 I1 [ 17 3 ;
[ 191, [2 11). The papers [4], [ 5 ] unify some of the typical fz:C,s lEor a 
class of chains which includes all E having a zero-dimensional or separ- 
able connected Hausdorff topology. While E-compactness unifies ade- 
qrlately the purely topological aspects of Hausdorff character spaces [ ia 6 I 
it has to be replaced by a different notion in the case of TO character 
spaces (see [ 191). No unifying theor>f for TO chains E exists. 
Our main purpose here is to indicate how all the above types of char- 
acter spaces can be accommodated in a certain functorial setting which 
allows the development ofmDre widely applicable results. Guided by 
the assumptions of this functorial setting, we have been led to formulate 
conditions for regular as well as TO chains quite analogous to Chew’s 
condition (*) (see Section 4.3). With a suitable choice of homomor- 
phisms, lattices of chain-valued maps thus inherit from the categorical 
results below a “iheory parallel to that of rings of R-valued maps. The 
use of E-filters as a point-set counterpart for homomorphisms into 
Hausdorff chains E (and an analogous treatment for TO chains E) to- 
gether with a new choice of admissilble lattice homomorphisms turns 
out to be an expedient way of organizing chains into readiness for cater 
gorical application. 
This work supplements rather thaln overlaps the character theory of 
Hcffman and Keimel [ IS]: our aims and methods are different:. The 
generalization of perfect maps given in Section 3 is inspired by the work 
of Herrhch [91, [ 1 O] ; the present reatment differs in two respects (also 
with that of [20], [Is]): initially is the main tool here and the uniquely 
extendable arrows need not be epim.orphisms. While preparing the manu- 
script I had the benefit of valuable remarks of Sung Sa Kong. 
cter situations and a djanctions 
For categofical backgrour dwe refer to [ 121 t .A functoriad version of’ 
ourbaki’s initial strucxures Jvill B used; the following definition is adop- 
ted from [ 1 I 1. Relative to tl le functor M : Z + $? a source !(S,)I : Y + ‘I’@ 
(a E A) i&aid to Z# inQ%zZ~’ to a source (&) : X’+ X,g when for any 9 - 
arrow t and any source Cs,, I uch that sao t = Hga (Q E A) there is precisely 
one f such that faqr=gb and Hf = t. 
--3r--+ 
We note some usi3ful immr:diate consequences of this definition. 
2.1. Lemma. Suppo:re the SOI lrce Cs,) lifts initial& to & : X -3~ X= (a E A) 
and also to fi : X’ + Xa. The, 2 X is isomorphic to X’. Moreover, if &@s 
a mono-sQurce, then so is v;I I. Cl , , 
In character theory we shz 11 work mainly with sources af,, : X 7) _Y= 
having Xa = E (say) for alli Q. Such sources will be called stream (from 
x to E). 
2.2. Defmitisn. By ;ztn i%har~ xter situation with separator P will be 
meant a commutatilse functo : diagram 
SC?t** 
in which the following ht>lld: 
(a) F is surjective on cbbljec. ‘s. 
(b) U : 8 + Set i:s a f;rit!hfitS 1 functoir’suich that .UFf is invertible only 
if Ff is invertible. 
c) S l@s a separator 1” whc se associated %ithful helm functor 
(hereafter--denoted by P”‘) has the following properties: 
(&init&Zity Property JI. I381 ‘y mon*stream to, P*E lifts initially to a 
stream to E. 
(Fullness Pmperty). If the stream 8, : t!i (FX FP) -, g (P, E){c E 31: (X, E)) 
defined by s,(h) = uh(c) lifts initially to fc : W -.- E, then every g : IV + E 
satisfies g = f+ for some c* 
Here and henceforth initial lifting is always relative to P** 
In special character situations it is usually only the fullness property 
which is not obvious. The E&itia.lity property determines the imgcrtant 
class of objects W such that 3E (W;E) is the initial lift of so.me mom\& ?arn ;
these objects will be called E-domains. 
Several examples will be given in Section 4. At this point tile follow- 
ing may help to orientate the reader. 
2.3. Example. Take S = Top;E = R, P = sing e-point space and define % 
as follows. Objects of % are rings C(X, R) of R-valued maps, arrows are 
ring homomorphisms which preserve unities. U is the obvious forgetful 
functor and F i;s defined by X (- , E) = tY’?fC This gives an R-character 
situation with SepardLIJl a i AA= P Note tnat P* is just the usual forgetful functor 
hltre, The fullness property requires a few lines of verification (c.f. Pro- 
position 4.2. l), the rest is obvious. More generally, any E satisfying Chew’s 
condition (*) generates similarly an E-character situation with separator 
P; it is conditidn (*) which implies the fullness condition (the verifica- 
tion is similar to that given in Proposition 4.2.1 (see [ 7, Proposition 3 I)). 
2.4. Adjunctiim Theorem. Let x (-, E) = UOPF he an E-character situa- 
tion wi’th separator P. Then F has a right adjoint G. Morecver: 
(a) I% = % “P(FP, -); 
(b) GFX is always ajl E-domain; 
(c) the unit oj’adjunction q satisfies P*q*(t) = Ft (t E S (P, X)); 
(6) G is jbM and faithful; 
(e) CF is a reflector. 
IJ 
Set 
goof. CoPlstrtsc,tion OJ’G. Given the object3.X in !B we form the stream 
s, : 9 (FIX, FP) -+ s (lp, E) by. defining s,(h) = L&(C) (C E U8X”) and observe 
that it is a monoestreatn o P*E. Thus we can find ;l~ mono-stream (p,) : W’+ E 
to which (sC) lifts init:iaky We dcfins G+L;X =: W. For any 112 E % ((,PX, FEDS 
the diagram 
commutes for all c. By kit ality there is precisely one arrow GP;IE such 
that 
GFX----- --+E 
5 
commutes for all c an41 mo:i*eover P*Gm = Ql O*(FP, +a Using initiality 
again one verifies that G;(rn w) = 4% 0 Gm and G 1A = 1 CA Thus we ‘have 
established the existence of a fun&or G such that PG = WP(FP, -). 
Faithfulness of G results from the f&hfulness +f ‘$I ‘*(FP, -) whlich is 
verified as iiollows. Take m, n : FX -k FY such tlbat k 0 m .= k 01 n holds 
for all k E 94 (FY, .FP). T’heri I[at 0 m = Ft 0 n for all 8 e X.(P, ly), Apply~ 
ing U to both sides anti ,eval uating at c E UF.X we obtain Vmic) (3 ,{ = * 
Un(c) 0 t. Since P is a !:,epari\tor and U faithful, we have m = m’as desired. 
The natural tra#rzsfor*math )n q. For all c E UFX we have the commuta- 
tive diagram 
X(P, X) * 
F( 1 
i‘ 
‘.‘\ p*c 
\ 
$1 (FX, ,‘;‘p) -.--- -___, 
;c 
XV, ~9 . . 
where F( ) is the fun&ion wj th values I+ t. ?knce by initiality there is 
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precisely one arrow qx such that the diagram 
commutes for all c. To obtain +ne naturality of Q we consider the dia- 
gram 
f 
f- - GFY 
w 
where Q and r&, j’ are arrows from the streams that defiie GFY and GFX. 
By definition of Q we have 
'd"qy =& 'dyf o qX =rd o @f. 
Ijence rd oGd;foqx=r,oqyof. But “d can be cancelled on the left 
since it varies through a mono-stream. This gives the desired equation. 
Univ~&ty oft. The function c + rC is a bijeetion of 3E (X, E) onto 
I(GFX, E). Indeed, rc = rd il@ifS‘ s,(Ft) = $#t) and thus C 0 t = d 0 t 
for all t : P+ X; the ontoness i  guaranteed b:y the fullness proper&y of 
character situ&i t follows that the function UF’qx is a bijection of 
1% (GFX. S) ont E). By the assumption about U, FQ is an iso, 
morph&n in 9.4 . We proceed to show th.at qG,Fx = CFqx by compalrring 
their images under P , i.e. the arrows 
For all t : P+ Gk>Y dalld:G + ES we have 
§#-+t) = k0 = ot. 
Also 
sd(t 0 Fqx) = UI’(UF~;;~(&)) = Ut(d 0 qx) = s,(t) s 
where c = d 0 qx and h~C is from the stream used above to defIme GEX’, 
By definition of GFX and QX we have s, = PV whence s,(t) = d 0 t. 
Sinc:e sd varies through a n3ono+tream, wehave the desired equatior 
qGFX = GFq,. From this we ccnclude first that G is full: for any I inli 
X the commutative d:iagam 
GFX 
71GF.Y 
------_-.* GFGFX 
f I I +wlf 
~Fy----__-__~., GFGFY 
yields 
= G(Fqx 0 F.70 (F7yy)-9. 
Fc Jr any j : A’ --f GFY the comm utative diagram 
GF~~_-----_~-----i,~ GFGFY 
'ICF Y 
shows that g 0 17~ =, f vrrhere g = II&~) - ’ p GFf, By frailness and faithful- 
ness of G there is precisely )one 1’1 E ‘3 (FY’, FAT) such that Gbz = g ( in fact 
h = Ff 0 (Fq$). We have proved that G is right adjoint to F with unit r). 
The statement about reflec::tivenl:ss holds for any adjuncdioa in which. 
the right adjoint funct or irI full and. faithful; the verification of this is 
left to the reader. Cl 
It is perhaps worth notilq thalt he method provided ‘by th.is theorem 
for the construction of’ Stcu~.e-Ctzh coaapactifications (see Se&ion 4,,i> 
and similar eflections doe:;; :not use the axiom of choiceY 
Without the fullness preq~erty and without assuming! i!Jto treaL is+ 
0 a 
W 
0 & 
0 e 
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rm~ti~ms in the stated way, one can still prove the existence of a faith- 
ful fun&or G and a natural transformation q such that 2.4(a), (b) and 
(cc) hold. This weakened theorem is still of interest in constructing ex- 
tensions and other modifications which need not have a universzll pro- 
perty* 
3. B-perfect domains and E-do 
We suppose throughout that 3 (-, E) = VV is an kharacter situa- 
tion with separator P. 
3.1. Definitions. Let IV be an object and e : X + Y an arrow in S . We 
call c tsn&ueZ’ W-extendable if for any J” : X + IV there is precisely one 
g wlith g Q e = fi e is E-perfecting if it is uniquely E-extendable anad there 
exists a mono-strea,m from Y to E; e is E-perfect when any factorization 
e = c 0 d wit;1 (d E-perfecting implies that d is an isomorphism; W is an 
embedding if some mono-stream with just one member lifts initially to 
0 e ., 
The reader will note that in Examp~ 2.3 we IVVC k-domain ==: 
Tychonoff space, R-perfect domain =: realcompact space, embedding =
topoiogical embedding. 
roposi tion. FOP an arrow e : X --:c Y in 3E the fOlkQt?i *g are e@v- 
ukent: 
(a) je 3 ulziquely E-extendable; 
(b) Fe is an &omorp&m ; 
(c) there is an isomorphism u such that qy o e = u o vx. o 
Using this result we proceed to characterize ,E-perfect domains. 
PpoGtion. For an object W in E’ the following are equivalent: 
I 
I+’ is /in E-per$ec t domain ; 
rhere exi&ts an E-perfect arrow j’ : W + GFX; 
13~ : W + GiTY is an isom0rphisim; 
every uniquely E-ex tendable arrow is uniquely W-extendable; 
there exists nn E-perfect embedding g : 
roof. (a) * (b).=+$ ax left to the reader. 
(6,) * (d). suppose c 1 x + if is utiqueSy E-extendable and take 
f : X + W, Using Proi?osirion 1) 2 and (c) we obtain I 
f = q&’ 0 G’F’ c (GFt?p Q q. 0 s , 
I 
For uniqueness, uppose .f = n 0 e = n 1) e. T’jhcn 
do7)fjf omoe 
_dOqWOp+jOe 
. , 
for all d : GFW + E. We can c xrxel e on the right in this equation and, :‘ I- 
then the mono-stream d 0 qw sn t -i 
(d.) * (a). For any B-perfecing arrow e : ‘W + X there is by (d) pre- 
cisely one g v&h g 0 45 = i . ?3w c 0 r3 =Coeogoef’orallcinthemono- 
stream S (X, E). On r::ancr=lling e and then these c we obtain e 0 g = 1 
as required. 
(6) =$ (e). Let g be: defirled 1( by the commutative di.agram 
- ----.- 
wherefvaries through 3?c:FV, E] and the pf are l[he projections, We have 
W in Nom, whence fva:&zs tl~roug,h a mono-stream and g is manic. 
Initiality of g follow:s by a roul ine argument applied to the stream <that 
lifts initially to (pf 0 g). Since ( c) =rs (a) is already known, g is E-perfect. 
(e) * (b). It is enolugh to shclw that any power Em is an E-perfect 
domain. Let e : X + Y be uniq lely E-extendable and take any f : X + Em. 
For each projection /Pi : 1? + A? there is precisely one qi such that 
qi 0 e = pI 0 f. Thus a unitlue ar :OW d exists with pi 0 $ = qi folr all i. 
Since the pi form a mono-soun:e, we have d * e = f and d k the onl:~ 
such arrow. By (d) *:* (a:i, Em I s an E-perfect domain Cl 
One general problem of cha acter tl?eory can be formulated! in *he 
present context as follows: finl,l a clas:c; Q of 3E -objects such that :wo 
Q-objet s X and Y are iscmorp hit in I’% if I;X is isomorphic ta FY inr 
t is clear from 3.,3 that Q I:‘: (E-, -/_ t-w1 fed domains} is o;ne such class. 
For another, take all E-domain 5 X such that ~~ factors throug;h every 
E-perfecting embedding e : W - b GFX, In the case of the T, Chain E = 
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(U, Ii) (see Section 4.3) this class is precisely the TD spaces (cf* the dis 
c&on in [ 571). 
(b) fkemre is rlltn embledding & : X + Em ; 
(c) there is an embedding m : X + W with an E-perfect domain; 
(d) qx is an embedding. 
IWO%* (a! * (Ii) * (c) are left to the reader. 
(c) * (d). Let W be an E-perfect domain and m : X + W an embedding. 
Since IB = k 0 “ax for Some (unique) k, we know + to be manic. Now .I P 
consider any g I Y + GFX and any h such that PQ 0 h = Pg: 
l 
P*m 
f 
Since no is initial, there is precisely one f such that Pf= h and pn 0 f = 
k ‘J g. By faithfulness of P* we have Q of= g and so Q is inXal. 
(d) * (a). One verifies that d Q rjx (d E X (GFX, E)) is the initial lift of 
a mono-stream toP*,Z. CI 
Henceforth Edom (resp. E-perf) will denote the full subcategories of 
T formed by the E-domains (resp. E-perfect domains). For the defini- 
tion of (C,W )-Qopok9gkal functor we fefer to [ 111; in brief’, it is a func- 
tor that lifts initially all sources of class Cm . 
3.5. Proposition. Let T denote he restriction of P* to E-do:m l’kii T E;c 
(regular epi, mono-source)-topol0gictRl 
roof. Let (sajaEA : Y + TWa be any mono-sourc#e in Set; we are to show 
that T lifts it initially. No% Tf 0 s, : Y-+ TE(j%X(W,,E),nrC4)isa 
mono &ream to TE , 5’3 it lifts initially to a f~: onc-stre~m (gj$ : Y + E. 
For each a E A, X ( Wa, E) lifts initially the stream (To and thus defines 
an arrow 8: : Y’ -+ ‘Wa such that KS: = sa and f 0 :gQ = gA,. Orrae verifies 
that (Q lifts in&illy to (si). Cl 
ROIII the results in [ 11, Section $61 we have: 
En the category E-4 am ’ we have E-perfecting = E-extendlable epi; more- 
over, f is E-perfect ifi’ any equation f Q r = s 0 e with e E-~a:tilectin~: im- 
plies that d eu,Ssts such tkt d 0 e = IV and f 0 d = s (consider the pushout 
of e and 8). It hollows that f is E ct iff f is (&&perfect in the 
of Nerrdich [9], I[ IO] g It is8 clear everal of Herrlich’s restits 
in the present situation; ir park&u, we have the nice fact t:hat E&m 
is erfec ting, A5~erf zct) category. 
xt +esuIt is about: the factorization 
S E-p& --- - ------+ x 
‘\ 
\ /‘ 
where S, S’ and LB” denote the canonical full embedding functors. 
3.7.. Proposition,. S’ (rasp. S’) has a right adjoifit R’ (resp. R”) whiich is 
an epi-reflector. .Mowover , RR”‘= R, where R deaotes the right adjoint 
of 8. 
hoof. Clearly RS” is a ti@t adjoint of s’ and the unit Q n _r + R#‘S’X = 
GFX is E-perfecting, :hencIs epi in E-dom. The right adjoint R” is con- 
structed as folloj#s, Given f : X + Y In x 2 we form the (onto, mono-source) 
factorization P*c = zc 2 eCr of the stream {PC: c E E (X, E)} (see 
. and simihuly we form P*ci’ = md = ey (d E 3 (Y, E)). mere is then a 
unique arrow f’ :Puch tflat the diagram 
--------+ p”E 
md 
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commutes for all c and aT. Applying initial lifting co the monostreams 
(m,) and (PT+&, we obtain a corresponding commutatilse diagram in S : 
XL R”X m;: ) 
f 
I 
R’f 
I 
Y _---+ 
e; 
R” Y 
*b 
It is routine to check that R” is a functor, right adjoint to s”’ with unit 
e. Since P%& is onto, ei is epi. D 
The preceding result is similar to the factorization of reflections ob- 
in [ 1 I under different assumptions (neither stronger nor weaker). 
4. Special ceases 
This section is to indicate applications of the preceding theory in 
special cases. In all special topological categories to be considered, P will 
always represent the single point space. 6’ will always denote the obvious 
forgetful functor to Set, 
4.1. Hausdorff topologicai’ rifi!gs as character spaces 
Let E be a IIausdorff topological ring satisfying condition (*) of Sec- 
tion 1.~4.n E-homomorphism eans a ring homomorphism h : C(X, E)+E 
(se Example 2.3) which carries every constant function to its value, Le., 
to the “same” constant function in @(P, 8:). The results of Chew [ 7 3 
which follow unify and extend corresponlding facts previously known 
for the special cases E: = R, Q (&ion&), Z (integers). (Recall that 2’ is 
E-compact iff X is closed &r&:ddable into some dower EM.) 
4 1 .I. X is lkovnpact iff evey E-homomorphism h is fixed (i.e., there 
exkts x E X with h(f) = fix) fur all f). 
.l.ZL Aw E-compact relfectioli of X cw be abrained by tOpOiogfZiR!g 
the set of E-homomorphisms as subspace o.r the product space Xc(xpm. 
S.3. I-&e E-compact ~:pact~s X a ptd Y are htvmomo.~phi.c iff their jb~c- 
t-ion rings C(X, E) and C( Y, E) ar ? ismurphic. 
These typical results1 are corollaries of Sections 2 and 3 applied to 
the character situation desr:iued in Example 2.3. For this purpose and 
similarly in the examplescto f lk w, one has to identify E’ with t.he func- 
tion ring C(P, E). qeitkornpact spaces are the E-perfect don:a,ins ( ee 
Proposition 3.3). Result 4.1 .l fol IGWS by 2.4(a) arnd 3.3(o), 4, % ..2 by 
2.3(a), (b) anti 4.1.3 by 3.2 and I: A. Note also that 2.4(c) shows the 
points t of X to be mapped onto the fixed E-homtzmorphisms. 
4.2. Hausdorff chains aI!; character * spaces 
Here we consider non-trivial chains E endowed with the regular 
Hausdorff topology generated by the open intenrals x > t, x < t tt E Ej. 
We choose s = Tap (or Topj w.llere i = 0, 1,2,3) and ti -objects to be 
all latices C(X, E) of continuous 1-valued functions on X E S (point-. 
wisePy ordered); 8 -morphisms art.: all lattice homomorphisms which 
preserve constant functi.ons. The k~ctorF is defined by g (-, E) = 
PpF ‘Ve proceed to indicate that this determines an E-Aarkter situa- 
tion for a wide class of chains E. 
*By an E-filter on X is meant a f her Y such that AS) :is convergent 
for all f in C(X, E). This concept g3neralkes the familiar noti:>n of corn- 
pletely regular filter (see [ 141). FM each E-filter T on X we can define 
h&f’) = lim f(:F) 
and thus obtain an % -morphism h CJ : C(X, E) -L C(P, E) = E. 
4.2.1. Proposition. Each lof the folr’owing condn’tims 01% E implies the 
next one: 
(a.) For each % -morphism h : Cl X, E) + C(P, E) there exists un E- 
filter 9 such that h = hg, 
(bs For eat h iN -morphism h : Cl:X, E) + C(P, E) the family u-‘(J) : J 
an open interval and h(f) E 31 has 1 he finite intersection property. . 
(c) X(-, E) = P’F is an EO-cr”taral&er situation with separator P. 
Proof. (a) * (b). If hg(j) 1~ J, l:hen, f-1(J) clearly belongs to 9, 
(b) =+ (c). Only the fullness l;ropfl:rty isnot obvious, It $z enough to 
show that Q is a dense map. This I equires that any ne&hbourhood N 
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of h in GFX contains a fixed ho...,, -2-e fnhTt~r&&m. As -%3h i&i& iOj?Chgm3, 
swh a neighbourhood ccprrbins a fkGte intersection of sets (k E GFX: 
k(j) E J). For a fixed h3rrmomqWsm h, = Q(X) the relation h,lIf)E J 
mearls x E f-“Q. Thue density of qx follows fmm (b). El 
The reader will note that (b) above is analogous to Chew’s co.ndition 
(*) (se8 Section 1). An analogcus condition for TO chains is also given 
below. 
One can conclude from the work of Brucker [61 that 4.2.1(a) holds 
for a wide class of chains E, mcluding all zero-dimensional or separable 
corrected E (the required E-filters appear in Brueker’s work as z-ultra- 
fibers identified with points of fix.) 
The more interesting special cases of E such as 2, Q and R ano their 
non-trivial subintervals can be harr sssed into character situations in a 
simpler way (see Proposition 4.23 belowj. Pn this approach we will de- 
mand more from the homomorphisms admitted into U: (see (4.2.2)). 
Generally speaking, ooze has considerable colnphcations to contend with 
when all lattice homomorphisms are admitted. The demand that con- 
stant functions be preserved (as in [ 5 ] and its references) isalready ex- 
peditious. But for most purposes one might as well demand any proper- 
ty abstracted from homomorphisms of the form hi. 
For the remainder of Section 4.2 we define ‘8 -morphisms to consist 
of all lattice h .orr,~~~@iisn~s h : C(X; 63) + C(P, E) such that 
(4.2.2) h(w o$) = w(h(fl) for all M, 31 S (E, E;) . 
This condition implies that h preserves constant fbDctions (take w ,= [t], 
the constant function with value I). Note also that (4.2 25 is satisfied 
when h = hg and that Proposition 4.2.1 remains valid uncic;r this new 
defmition of 24 . 
We shall dIenote {s E E: a < s G b) by (a, bl and use [a, bl, [a, bjr, (a, b) 
similarly. A map w : E + E is called islotonic (resp. antitontc) when s <. It 
imp!ies w(s) < tu(tj (resp. w(8) 3 w(f)). 
position. Suppose E is such that for each pair of regukar closed 
intervals [a, b], [c, d] there is art isotonic map v : E + E and also an anti- 
tonic map w : E --j E which carries &‘a, b] bi’ectively on to [c, d 1. T%en 
h&m into C(B, E) is ojE the form h& (hence 4.2.1(a) holds 
and we have a character situation). 
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E OF sup E, we d k) to be the fflter generated by the sets 
([t, u)) witif> and ht,# = t C u. ShiMy the set~$-~((s~ t]) 
withf< .[c’] and hu) = t > s generate a fdterY(t-). For fixed s < f < u 
there is an antitonic map w : ,F + E which carries fs, t] bijectively onto 
[t, ul so that (w ~n*-‘([f. tl)) =f”((s, r]). Weconcludetiat3r(t-)= 
Y(t +). Using isotonic maps oJ.le verifies imilarly that 9(a +) =F (t +) = 
Y(t -) = S(b --) = 9 (say)* wh zre a < t C 6 and a, b may be inf E or 
sup E in case they exist. how for any fin C(X, E) with hcJ) = t and 
s C t C u the set f+((s, EC)) btlldngs to F. To see this take an antitonic 
w : E + E which carries [s, tl bijectivdy onto [t, u] and put u = 1, v w. 
Then h(v 0.f) = t, u 0 f 33 ft] alzd f-I(($ 2)) = Iu ofi-l (‘t,.u)) CF. We 
conclude that for any]% C(A) E) the filter b&e of converges to hm, 
i.e., 9 bs an E-filter and /J = lag::. D
The condition of Propositicn 4.2.3 is clearly satisfied by 2, Q, R and 
all their subintervals., in partic ixlar I (= [0, 1 I). To conclude this subsec- 
tion, we point out tlnat I-filters are precisely the filters which contain 
maximal completely regular fi lters (this is proved in [ 141); Id~mains 
are Tychonoff s aces, I-perfec t domains are compact IIausdorff spaces 
and GFX in this case is of cou rse the Stone-Tech t.ompactificstion f
X. The reader will have no dif,:lculty in obttig special rtisults a’nalo- 
gous to those in Section 4.1 a td many others as corollaries of Sections 
2 and 3. 
4.3. T, chains as character S~U ces 
In this subsection we consic,.er non-trivial conditionally complete 
chains & with topology based l>h the sets {X E E: x > t:l (# E E). choose 
S = Top cw Tap0 andi chose !,I -objects to be lattices C(X, E) of contin- 
uous E-valued functions on X. % -morphisms are ts be lattice homsnxJr- 
phisms h which satisfiy tile con,ditions 
(4.3.1) h(su & = ;gp Mf9 ‘) 
(4.3.2) h(w 0 f) = ,v(h 0 fi for all M’ in x (E, E) . 
The functor F is again dl: ined by the equation XC-, E) = VW’. 
We proceed to find, E &at wlill yield E-character situations. It is worth 
noting that C(X, E) is closed under pointwise suprema; this follows as in 
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the ckssicd case of lattices of lower semi-continuous re&valued func- 
tions. ’
By an E-irreducible set A c X wti de. meant a non-empty closed set 
which is irreducible (i.e., SKI+, tk union of two closed proper subsets) 
and such that any fin c(X, E) is buunded on A. For each &irreducible 
A we define !?A : C(x, E) -4 E = C(P, E) by 
hAcf!=mpfiA). 
Since every continuous w I E + E preserves order as well as suprema, it
ean readily be seen that all such k, are in fact % g-morphisms. 
4.3.3. Proposition. Each of the foldowing conditims on E implies the 
next one: 
(a) for any s, t E E with s < t + sup E there exists a topological i::;o- 
morphim w : E + E such that w(s) = t, 
6) $x each ‘$1 -morp/+dsm Ft : C(X, E) -3 C(P, E) there exists GUI E-&r+ 
ducibie set A such that h = h, . 
(G) jbr each % -rraorpfWn h : C(X, E) + C(P, E) the family u-‘(J): ha = 
L and;= [a, b]) has the finite iintersectioE property. 
(d) Et---, E) = WFis an E-character situation with separator P. 
Proof. (a.) * (b). Given h : C(X, E) --, C(P’, E) and t f sup E, pu). 
A(h, t) ={x E X: f(x) G t for all f with hV) = t) . 
Fix u > t. Then for each y E X - A(h, t) there exists g,, E 0(X, E) such 
that h(gY) = t, gY(x) < t on Ach, t) and g,,(y) > t; we may suppose Q,(_Y) = 
u since this will be true of II 0 gY for suitably chosen u : E + E with 
u(t) = t. Then g = supYgIP belongs to C(X, E), and has the value t on 
A(h, t) and the value u elsewhere; moreover h(g) = t. This precludes g
from b&g the constant function [u]. Hence A(h, t) is non-empty and 
it is clearly closed; also ,4/h, t) is irreducible (if A(h, t) = A, U A,, con- 
sider the functions f;: with value t on Aj and value u elsewhere). For any 
s < al we can choose a homeomorphism w : E + E such that f + w of is 
a bijection of {e: iir(e) = s} onto cf: h(j) = t}. Then fix) Q s is equivalent 
with. u’ 0 fix) < t and one concludes that A(h, s) = A(h, t). Hence A(h, t) 
i.s E-lr&ucibIe and h(f) = sup fT/a(h, t)) is easily ~rerified, I 
(b) * (c). Given hAcf;:) = bj and Jj = (an, 611 (i z f , 2, ..“‘, n) we n&e 
that Gj = {x E A: 4;:(x) > ai} is a non-empty open subspace of A for each 
i, and irreducibih@ forces i Gi c fl, fiwJ*(Ji) to be non-empty. 
(c) * (d). Once again, the .fUlni :ss property is the only non-trivial item. 
Clezrlv CFX will be a TO space. 11 is known (see [ 21) that a map e : X + Y 
in is epi precisely when it is dense in the front topology on Y which 
is defined [ 191 by taking as neigh1 ,ourhood system. at x the sets N n {x), 
where N varies throu tlhe given I \eighbourhoods of x in Y. A continu- 
ousmapf:X+ Yi p. re:mati 1s contintious when X and Y are both 
se-topologized with their front to] Bologies (in fact, we have a functor 
at work here). A slight o f the argument used in Proposition 
4*.2.1 shows Q to be frolr :nse ;.LS required. E
The preceding proposition mak :s it clear ‘that he well-known condi- 
tionally c~mplete.~ha!ns D (= (a, I,)), N, Z, R as well as their non-trivial 
Ieft-open subintervals are all suital 118 choices for E in order to get E-char- 
acter situations. 
The case E = D overlaps wilth pr :vioug studies (see e.g. I3 1, [ 19 ] and 
references cited there); much af tl:e earlier work was cast in terms of 
lattices of closed subsets rather thilh continuous functions intd D. In 
the case E = D th.e results6 of this st.:ctic:n ca.n also be obtained if Propo- 
sition 4.3.2 is replaced by the we&rer j:equireme;-G that h preserves con- 
stant functions+ The D-irreducible sets are the non-empty irreducible 
closed sets; D-domains are To spacI:s; D-perfect domains are the sober 
spaces encountered in algebraic ge:‘lmetry (they have also bee& called .
PC-spaces in [ 191 and spe&al spat 3s in [ 131). 
The case E = R amounts t<) a sti~dy of lower semi-continuous func- 
tions. The lattice .%omomorphisms admitted here form a more restricted 
class as that used i,n eithe:r- [ 17 or : 2 1 ] and give a simpler theory. The 
R-irreducible sets ,A are precisely tl le non-empty irreducible A which 
have the FCI-proplerty (see [ 1 St, 4. ‘. I). R-domains are To spaces; R-per- 
fect spaces are the fc-spaces of [ 19 1. The caSes E = N or 2 are essentially 
similar to that of R and y:ield the s: une class of E-domains and E-perfect 
domains. 
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